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MAINTAINING YOUR BOAT

The complete guide to preparing, protecting and painting all types of boat.



MAINTAINING YOUR BOAT

How to prepare, protect and paint all types of boat.
The purpose of this manual is to help you to select the best way of protecting and embellishing your boat so that nothing is 

overlooked and no mistakes are made during the various painting steps.

coded sections for easy reference. By simply following the suggestions given and using your own experience you will be able to 

with your own experience.

All Veneziani Yachting products have been developed to be applied directly, easily and safely.

“Maintaining Your Boat” is published by the Main Technical Department of Veneziani Yachting, taking into account the new 

technological developments as well as the experiences of all customers.

SPECIALIZED CENTERS
VENEZIANI YACHTING SALE CENTERS
These are available for additional information on products and application procedures.

AQUASTOP APPLICATION CENTERS

These are boatyards specialized in Aquastop application. They have a contractual agreement with Veneziani Yachting, are provided 
with the necessary equipment and have a staff with training for osmosis treatment.

Names, addresses and reference data are available at the website www.venezianiyacht.it 

MAIN TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

Printed in Italy 03/15. No responsibility accepted for errors and omissions.
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1863

Veneziani, his secret formula of “the plaster for protecting the 
hulls of ships”.

1890
In Malta, Lord Muskerry admired Lloyd Austriaco’s paints the hull  
of his yacht “Rita” using Veneziani paint. Others follow: the 
Archdukes Ludovico Salvatore and Carlo Stefano for their yachts 

Thomas Lipton for his Shamrocks, and many other yacht owners 
of the Edwardian age. Gioachino Veneziani is awarded a gold 
medal at the Vienna Universal Exhibition. Veneziani also wins 
awards at the Exhibitions of Trieste, Milan and Treviso.

1903
Veneziani founds the first antifouling factory outside Italy at 

founder, Ettore Schmitz, better known in the literary world by his 
pseudonym Italo Svevo.

1932
The American Navy orders  a large quantity of antifouling paint 
from Veneziani in order to study and to copy what was considered 
to be “the best underwater paint in the world

1976

1983

1991

hulls: AQUASTRIP.
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1992
AQUASTOP Centers are created to prevent and treat osmosis. 

2000

2002
Veneziani improves the spray application properties of GEL 
GLOSS PRO in order to obtain better levelling and gloss with an 
outstanding exterior appearance.

2003

with carbon compounds.

2006

fast drying product: EPOMAST RAPIDO.

2008

now available with the new colours Blue Toned and Black together 
with the already existing Gray.

2011
Veneziani launches the polyacrylic enamel Commander with 
tintometric system.

2013

polishing copolymer technology is born.

AQUASTOP Centers are created to pr

Veneziani improves the spray applic
GLOSS PRO in order to obtain better l
outstanding exterior appearance.

with carbon compounds.

fast drying product: EPOMAST RAPIDO

now available with the new colours Blue
with the already existing Gray.

Veneziani launches the polyacrylic e
tintometric system.

polishing copolymer technology is born
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What paints are used for
Paint can be defined as a mixture of chemical compounds 

strength to protect the painted surface from external agents over 
time. Paint is used to protect and decorate. 
Generally, these two requirements go hand in hand. In fact, 
painting to protect means the boat will be decorated and painting 
to decorate also implies its protection. Paint is used in almost all 
the phases of boat painting: preparation, priming, protection and 

phase, getting the preparation right will affect the ultimate 

result. The next step after preparation is to apply the primer. The 
primer protects the surface and also guarantees that successive 

delamination. 
After  primer application, the undercoats provide a protective layer, 
which prevents water, humidity and atmospheric agents from 
coming into contact with the surface and causing it to deteriorate 

areas above the waterline is required to ensure sufficient 
protection.

is recommended, which provides a protective barrier and also a 

 
What they contain
Paints have four main constituents: binders, solvents, additives 
and pigments. 
Binders are the main constituent and are formed by polymers or 
resins which form a tough, dry film bonding the paint to the 
surface. 
Solvents are volatile liquids used to dissolve and disperse the 
other components. At the same time, lowering the viscosity of the 
paint they make application easier. The solvent’s evaporation 

reduced through the use of liquid resins. 
Pigments are micronized powders which give the paint its colour, 
its hiding power and other special properties, such as pigments 
based on copper or zinc salts which have antifouling properties.
Additives are components which are added in small quantities to 

How they are classi ed
Painting products are subdivided into varnishes, paints and 
enamels. Varnish is transparent, mainly consists of binders, 
solvents and additives, but has no pigment. Paint contains both 
pigments and extenders. Paints are called enamels when they 
have particular characteristics such as gloss and resistance to 

percentage of extenders so that they can be used to level cavities 
and imperfections in the surface. There is an important difference 

a chemical cure and the right temperature and humidity must be 

the two components. This process produces longer durability and 
better protection.

 
How they are applied

indications which will enable you to paint safely without making 
mistakes:

 Mask the edges of the area to be painted using adhesive tape. 
Always remember to remove the tape immediately after the 

pack paints.
 Only thin as required using the recommended thinner. 
 After opening the can, ensure that the paint is evenly mixed to 
attain an even consistency and colour, especially if the pigment 

into account how much paint you will be able to use before it 

 Apply the  paint at the recommended coverage and comply with 
the recommended drying times even if the paint appears to be dry.

an humidity of less than 75%. It is possible to work at higher or 
lower temperatures than these but you must expect the drying 
characteristics to change. Remember to take into account not 
only the temperature at the moment of application but for the 

example, also the temperature overnight. 
 Never paint in full sunlight. If necessary, create a shaded areas 
using tarpaulins. Do not paint in strong winds or mist.
 Do not vary arbitrarily the ratio between the base and the 

the product will be changed.
 Despite their high standard of compatibility, Veneziani Yachting 
paints may not be compatible with the existing paint on the 
boat. If you are unsure of the paint previously used, we 

simply need to apply a coat of suitable  sealer.
 To check the evenness of the paint, use a paint thickness gauge 
at various points to measure “coat by coat” the thickness of the 
wet paint before the solvent evaporates. Compare the volume 
of dry paint: if this is 100%, the thickness when dry will be 
equal to that when wet; if this is 50%, the thickness will be half.
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Glossary
THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL COVERAGE
The  coverage indicated in the technical data sheets refers to the 
theoretical  coverage of the product. The theoretical coverage can 
be calculated using the following formula:

indicated in the theoretical coverage, since there is always some 
loss of material, the amount of loss depending on the surface’s 
conditions, applications methods, or environmental ambient 
conditions.
Estimating the percentage of lost product, the practical coverage 
can be calculated as follows:

In order to obtain the practical coverage, the theoretical coverage 
must be multiplied by the loss factor.

painted and consult the technical data sheets in order to be able 
to calculate the necessary quantities.

SOLIDS BY VOLUME
This is the ratio between the solid and volatile substances in a 
paint product. The dry volume is the useful part of the product 

which evaporates, facilitates the application of the product. The 
dry volume of a product can be used to calculate the theoretical 
coverage at a certain thickness. A product with a 50% solids by 

POT LIFE

has elapsed, the mixture sets and can no longer be applied. Any 
attempt to thin the product is pointless and dangerous. The pot life 

cm3 of product.

DRYING
There are two phases during the drying process of a product: 

stick to the surface. A product is “touch” dry when it can be 

the recoat times given in the technical data sheets.

MIXING RATIO

is reported both in weight and in volume in the technical data 
sheet for each product. You must pay careful attention to this 
information since these quantities cannot be changed . Remember 
that an excess of hardener will not accelerate the paint but will 
also affect its properties  and quality.

THIXOTROPY
This is a form of apparent viscosity. A thixotropic product appears 
dense and viscous, while in reality it is easy to paint with a brush 

returns to its normal viscosity becoming more liquid. In a 
thixotropic product, the pigments are not separated from the 
binders and therefore do not settle to the bottom of the can.
Application by brush or roller is easy and the product does not sag 

and has a tendency  to leave  marks when applied by a brush and 
orange peel when applied with a roller. This is why it is necessary 

The product should be stirred properly before application and if 
necessary, slightly thinned.

HYDROPHILIC
This is the opposite of hydrophobic. A hydrophobic surface repels 
water and does not become wet. A gloss enamel, glass, a surface 

However, a hydrophilic surface is easily wetted and incorporates 
or retains a layer of water. Hydrophilic antifoulings, by retaining a 
layer of water, reduce the friction of the hull. The friction between 
the layer of water retained and the seawater is less than that 
between seawater and a hydrophobic surface. By repelling water, 
the hydrophobic surface creates greater friction.

fouling more effectively, because the layer of absorbed water 
enhances the leaching of biocides.

% Product loss Loss factor
10% 0.9
15% 0.85

0.8
0.75

30% 0.7

%SVx10
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SPECIFIC WEIGHT
This can be defined simply as the weight of one liter of the 
product and is expressed in g/cm3. Normally, the resins and the 

and therefore the same weight as water. Pigments, however, are 

settle on to the bottom of the can, a problem mitigated by using 
special additives.

POLYMERISATION
A polymer is a compound consisting of a high number of single 
molecules called monomers. Polymerization is the process in 
which two or more molecules combine to form a new molecule. 
Plastics are typical polymers: polyester, polypropylene, etc. In the 

polymerization is a natural process, which occurs by oxidation, 
promoted by the oxygen in the air. 

where the base and the hardener interact rapidly to form a highly 

PVC
Pigment Volume Concentration is the concentration by volume of 

more pigments and extenders, are mat and have high hiding 

have better chemical and water resistance.  PVC is a critical factor 
in hard antifoulings, which affects the leaching rate of the 
biocides. 

Hygiene and Safety
There are a few basic safety and hygiene rules which shall be 
complied with whenever you are using paint.

Carefully read the instructions printed on the can before starting 
to paint.

Particularly, check the safety label for the precautions which 
must be taken for each product.

If the necessary documentation is not available, please consult 
the website www.venezianiyacht.it.

if touched, noxious if inhaled and sometimes are toxic. These 
dangers, which vary from product to product, are clearly 
indicated on the safety label by the appropriate symbols and 
with the related precautions.

Do not smoke when painting.

Don’t use compressed air to clean your clothes, especially if 
solvents are present.

during drying. Be careful not to inhale the vapours, especially in 
a closed environment. Ensure adequate ventilation to avoid the 

use an appropriate mask.

Always wear gloves, a mask and protective goggles.

Always sand with wet sandpaper on a wet surface, particularly 
with antifouling, and wear gloves, a mask and protective 
goggles.

be used only where it is impossible to employ  a different 
method.

thoroughly wash your hands with soap and water or with a hand 
cleansing agent. Never use thinners or strippers based on 
solvents to wash your hands.

Additive

Binder

DRY FILM

Solvent
Pigments
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Labeling
The new labels introduced by Veneziani Yachting have been 
brought up to date in compliance with the EEC regulations and 

the handling of products and indications of dangers, some 
pictograms, which are useful for the application, are shown.

These pictograms are not regulated by the EEC, however, being 

international standards.

recommended percentage of thinner to be used, as well as the 
drying and recoat times are shown.

Here on the side, the pictograms, which shall be used in the 
summaries of the technical data sheets on the forthcoming pages 
are shown.

These short descriptions of the technical properties of the 
products will be useful when choosing a product for the desired 
application. However, prior to start the application of a coating 
system, the related technical data sheets should always be 
consulted.

Besides the general pictograms regarding the application data, 

see some of these pictograms, indicating, for example, the 
content of solvent, the content of carbon or the compatibility with 

products for regatta boats. These pictograms should be helpful for 

brush application

air spray application

application with spatula

mixing ratio

hard dry

Solvent-free

Suitable for aluminum
polymer

Solvent-less

Professional range

Water-based

For racing boats

Carbon Technology

Self-polishing 

roller application

airless application

thinner

recoat time

theoretical coverage

Labeling
The new labels introduced by Venez
brought up to date in compliance with

the handling of products and indica
pictograms, which are useful for the ap

These pictograms are not regulated by

international standards.
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drying and recoat times are shown.

Here on the side, the pictograms, w
summaries of the technical data sheets
are shown.

These short descriptions of the tec
products will be useful when choosing
application. However, prior to start th
system, the related technical data s
consulted.

Besides the general pictograms regar

see some of these pictograms, indi
content of solvent, the content of carbo

products for regatta boats. These pictog

Solvent-free

Suiitable for aluminum
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When repainting your boat, you should carry out some preliminary steps to clean it and to ensure that any remaining 
layers of paint are still closely bound to the surface. If the old paint is deteriorating or delaminating, it should be 
removed completely or it will cost you more wasted time and money at a later date.

SURFACE PREPARATION

For the removal of dust, use clean rags dampened with fresh water. 
Never use solvent. The application of AQUASTRIP makes the removal 
of several coats of antifouling possible.

CLEANING AND INSPECTION

wash with fresh water, with a high pressure if possible, to 
thoroughly clean  the whole surface;

degrease all areas contaminated with oil or grease , using a 
sponge soaked in DETERSIL, and rinse. Check that the old layer 
of antifouling is well bonded;

larger areas can be stripped with mechanical means such as 
 

Chemical strippers may be divided in two categories:

Solvent based strippers are corrosive liquids, which in contact 
with skin may cause ulcers. These strippers, after application, 
should be removed as soon as the coating has been softened, 
otherwise the substrate could be damaged.

risk or danger. These strippers require a longer reaction time, 
but have the same effectiveness as the previously mentioned 

used.

STRIPPING
(Only for deteriorated surfaces)

based, biodegradable stripping gel, which does not damage gel 
coats or GRP, penetrates deeply into the coating layer and is 
effective on large surfaces, saving time and work. 

AQUASTRIP

Let the stripper work for a few hours. The required time 
depends on the number of coats as well as on the temperature 
and the RH, since the stripper is only effective when wet.

Remove the softened layer with a spatula. Often the removal 
can be carried out with high pressure water washing.

Do not carry out stripping with strong wind or in bright sunlight, 

softening the coating. If there are several coats of antifouling, 
repeat the above mentioned procedure.
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Surface to be sanded Dry paper grade Wet paper grade

n/a

Iron and steel n/a

Aluminum and light alloy n/a

Aged gel coat before primer

Gel coat before primer for antifouling

Gel coat before topcoat

Painted surface

Varnished surface

n/a

Barrier coats n/a

Undercoats before topcoat

Topcoat to eliminate defects

AQUASTRIP - Water based stripper for antifouling

it does not damage gel coats or GRP and can be handled without harmor risk. Aquastrip requires longer softening time if compared to 
solvent based strippers, but is effective on large surfaces such as hulls applying one coat only without any danger for the boat, the 

Packaging: 0,75/ 5,00 litres

DETERSIL - Emulsifying detergent for silicones
Detersil is an emulsifying detergent for silicones. To obtain maximum adhesion of paint to GRP surfaces without having to sand the 

specialy detergent product must be used. Detersil has a dissolving and emulsifying action and can be used whenever a surface has to 
be cleaned thoroughly before painting. Packaging: 1liter.

SANDING
Always wet sand, which means wetting the surface and sandpaper 
first with water. This reduces the amount of dust produced 

Always wear a mask, gloves and goggles when sanding.
Areas with existing old paint should always be sanded prior to 
repainting.

Procedures for sanding are as follows:

hull: sand with 80 grade sandpaper, always wet, and roughen 
the entire surface of the old antifouling, leaving the undercoat 
intact.

paint, degrease well and remove all dust using a rag dampened 
with water and detergent. Never use solvents for degreasing.

water

water

Surface to be sanded

Iron and steel

Aluminum and light alloy

Aged gel coat before primer

Gel coat before primer for antifouling

Gel coat before topcoat

Painted surface

Varnished surface

Barrier coats

Undercoats before topcoat

Topcoat to eliminate defects

AQUASTRIP - Water based s

it does not damage gel coats or GRP and ca
solvent based strippers, but is effective on 

Packaging: 0,75/ 5,00 litres

DETERSIL - Emulsifying dete
Detersil is an emulsifying detergent for silic

specialy detergent product must be used. D
be cleaned thoroughly before painting. Packa

SANDING
Always wet sand, which means wetting
first with water. This reduces the am

Always wear a mask, gloves and goggle
Areas with existing old paint should a
repainting.

water

water
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In order to obtain good results and the best performance of a paint system, the surfaces preparation must be carried 
out properly. If you spend a little more time and effort during the preparation, you will be rewarded by better and 
longer lasting results. The surface preparation shall be completed by the application of a coat of primer. This primer 

PRIMER APPLICATION

GEL COAT
Degrease thoroughly and rinse well to eliminate traces of wax, 

of the coating system. Clean the surface with circular movements 
using a sponge soaked with DETERSIL, rinse with water and then   

pack adhesion primer, by brush.

As an alternative you can use ADHERPOX, a primer for antifouling 
with extended recoat time: up 3 months if recoated with an 
antifouling and unlimited if recoated by itself.

STEEL, CAST IRON, LEAD
Grit blasting is the best method to remove rust and contaminations 

consists of an air compressor, from which the air flows to the 

conveyed trough a hose to a blasting nozzle, hitting the surface to be 
cleaned. 

grade abrasive discs in order to produce a silvery surface with a 

LIGHT ALLOY AND ALUMINIUM

Degrease the surfaces with DETERSIL, rinse well and apply 
ADHERPOX.
If later on any welding work has been carried out, the welds shall be 
also cleaned with the same procedure.

PROPELLERS, SHAFTS AND STERN DRIVES

80 abrasive paper. Degrease with DETERSIL; never use solvents. 
After degreasing don’t touch the surface with bare hands. Apply a 
thin coat of PROPELLER PRIMER or ADHERGLASS.

WOOD

paper and remove the remaining dust with dry rags or pressurized 

before proceeding with the desired coating system.

Grit-blasting and mechanical disc sanding are effective methods for 
surface cleaning, but may be dangerous if not carried out properly. 
We recommend to contact a professional operator.
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ADHERGLASS - Adhesion primer for GRP

on GRP or on new or stripped gel coats. The surface does not require sanding to guarantee good adhesion, but must be thoroughly 
degreased. Colour: pink. Packaging: 0,75/ 5,00 litres.

ADHERPOX - Primer epossidico bicomponente a lunga ricopertura

FIBRODUR - Sealing primer for wood

PROPELLER PRIMER - Primer for propellers, shafts and stern-gear

formulated to provide the adhesion of the antifouling Propeller, it can be used for all underwater metal parts which need to be protected 

MINIAX PLX - One-pack anticorrosive primer

cleaning only

cleaning only

3:1

cleaning only

ADHERGLASS - Adhesion p

on GRP or on new or stripped gel coats. Th
degreased. Colour: pink. Packaging: 0,75/ 5,

ADHERPOX - Primer epossid

FIBRODUR - Sealing primer 

PROPELLER PRIMER - Pri

formulated to provide the adhesion of the an

MINIAX PLX - One-pack antico

cleaning only

cleaning only

cleaning only
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always be applied on top of an undercoat or a primer and then be recoated with the desired coating system. Use a 

FILLING

EPOXY FILLERS

since at lower temperatures curing is very slow. At temperatures 

epoxy primers after sanding with suitable grade paper and cleaning. 
Mix base and hardener until the colour is homogeneous. Apply with 
a spatula or a trowel without adding thinner. Apply a smooth layer 
avoiding to leave filler marks which would make sanding more 

material. If several layers of EPOMAST are required, sanding 
between layers is recommended.

required in order to avoid an increase of the boat’s weight, use 

with the coating system.

Apply a smooth layer with a maximum thickness of 1 cm for each pass. 

with a wire brush or scraper, removing all loose paint and rust. Mix 
the base and hardener thoroughly with hands kept wet continuously 
in a container or directly in the seawater. Even if the product is not 

colour of the mixture is a homogeneous light blue. 

CONVENTIONAL FILLERS

systems on wooden boats. To be used only above the waterline. 
Apply the product on top of enamels, such as ITALIA or UNIGLOSS 
or on top of undercoats, such as MINIAXPLX or EUROGEL, 

adding thinner. Apply a uniform layer with a maximum thickness of 

grade paper.

 
It will be very useful, if an urgent repair is needed.
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EPOMAST - General purpose epoxy ller

EPOMAST EVO - Ultra-light epoxy ller

good resistance to compression. Suitable for application on boats made of steel, aluminium, GRP and wood. Epomast Evo can be used 

Colour: light blue. Packaging: 1,50/ 5,00 litres.

EPOMAST RAPIDO - Fast drying epoxy kni ng ller

a topcoat, a suitable barriercoat or undercoat are recommended. Easy to sand in a short time, both dry and wet conditions. Colour: 
white. Packaging: 0,50 litres.

STUCCO VELOX - One-pack conventional nishing ller

SUBCOAT S - Two-pack epoxy ller for underwater application
A pure epoxy compound, 100% solids by volume, which can remove water from the surface to be treated,providing excellent adhesion 
even on wet surfaces. Particularly useful for temporary repairs of leaks and cracks in the boat when it is in the water or moving. Subcoat 
S adheres easily to GRP, gel coats, old epoxies, epoxy tar as well as steel and concrete. It is suitable for temporary repairs on seachests, 

cleaning only

cleaning only

cleaning only

cleaning only

1:1

1:1

cleaning only
1:1

EPOMAST - General purpose

EPOMAST EVO - Ultra-light

good resistance to compression. Suitable fo

Colour: light blue. Packaging: 1,50/ 5,00 litre

EPOMAST RAPIDO - Fast

a topcoat, a suitable barriercoat or undercoa
white. Packaging: 0,50 litres.

STUCCO VELOX - One-pack

SUBCOAT S - Two-pack epo
A pure epoxy compound, 100% solids by vol
even on wet surfaces. Particularly useful for t
S adheres easily to GRP, gel coats, old epoxie

cleaning only

cleaning only

cleaning only

cleaning only

cleaning only
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After the surface preparation and primer application, proceed with the application of one or more barrier coats, 

for metal surfaces, whether steel or aluminum.

PROTECTING YOUR BOAT

technical data sheet of each product the theoretical coverage is 
indicated, therefore you can calculate the quantity of paint to be 

theoretical coverage to obtain the liters required for each coat. 
Normally barrier coats are applied using a brush or roller, being 
careful not to “pull” the paint. “Pulling” the paint leads to a 
greater coverage but also to  less thickness and therefore to less 
protection. Some barrier coats have been formulated to provide a 

greater thickness while requiring a lesser number of coats. They 

thickness to be applied.

GEL COAT

Please consult the technical data sheets in order to be able to 
choose the right product for your boat.

IRON, LIGHT ALLOY AND STEEL
Metallic surfaces, which are prone to corrosion and stray currents, 

be applied.
Please consult the technical data sheets to choose the most 

WOOD

effect, provided also by the aluminum particles in the this coating.

CAST IRON, LEAD, OTHER METALS

protection apply  ADHERPOX, UNICOTE PRO or, as an alternative, 
AQUASTOP.

Areas not to be painted and those requiring a different paint system 
shall be masked. Spraying is a very effective  application procedure 
but requires  a professional operator.
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AQUASTOP - Antiosmosis protection and treatment

EPOWAY - High-build epoxy undercoat

TICOPRENE - Chlorinated rubber primer with aluminium akes

UNIKOTE PRO - Multipurpose epoxy coating

withstands atmospheric agents, immersion, abrasion, wear and has a high chemical and mechanical resistance. This new formulation 

boats, although its glossiness fades faster if compared to enamels. Unikote PRO is the ideal paint for all working boats owing to its long 
protection, the possibility of application under less favourable climatic conditions as well as the practical advantage of using the same 

cleaning only

max 10% max 10% max 10% max 10%

4:1

4:1

AQUASTOP - Antiosmosis p

EPOWAY - High-build epoxy 

TICOPRENE - Chlorinated ru

UNIKOTE PRO - Multipurpo

withstands atmospheric agents, immersion,

boats, although its glossiness fades faster if 
protection, the possibility of application und

cleaning only

max 10% max 10% max 10%
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During the construction of GRP boats, if low quality materials are used and in the case of below standard application, 

deceitful way and its most evident effects (blisters) appear only when the disease is already in an advanced stage.

OSMOSIS

WHAT IS OSMOSIS
GRP hulls are manufactured using a mould. The inside of the 

coat consists of a polyester resin containing pigments with the 
desired color. Several layers are applied with spray equipment. 

layer is impregnated with polyester resin. After completion of the 
curing period, the hull is removed from the mould.
Osmosis is a phenomenon which becomes visible through the 
formation of blisters. The blisters are filled with water and 
localized between the layers of resin in the hull. In the beginning 
the blisters are small in size and restricted to a few areas of the 

increases and eventually the whole area of the hull is affected.
The main cause of osmosis is capillarity which enables water 

Once inside, the water reacts with the residual acidic compounds 
in the laminate creating a concentrated solution. 
More water is absorbed to balance the concentration of the 

This causes the formation of the well known blisters.

FORMATION OF BLISTERS

steps. If you study carefully the steps explained here below and 
check your boat hull periodically, you might be able to prevent 
osmosis before serious damage has developed.

coat.

an acidic solution.

Left, gel-coat with air bubbles and non polymerized resin due to manufacturing defects.
Right,  progressive deterioration due to water absorption from the outside, which causes blistering.

CAUSES OF OSMOSIS
The main causes of osmosis formation are the following:

due to  air entrapment during the manufacturing process.

Gel coat with
micro-porosities 

Cross-section of a hull 
showing air entrapment 
in the gel-coat, cavities 
and non polymerized 
resin.
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DESCRIPTION

Acquastop

Vinyl ester resin

HOW TO RECOGNIZE OSMOSIS
After each boating season it is advisable to check the hull of your 

the hull with fresh water and inspect it carefully.
There are blisters and blisters. Some blisters occur for reasons 
other than osmosis. Old layers of antifoulings which are porous 
and delaminating can cause blistering. Blisters originating from 
osmosis are easy to recognize for their characteristic dome shape, 
because they are hard to cut open and because they contain a 
liquid with a strong vinegar smell.
If you are concerned that the hull is affected by osmosis, remove 

humidity gauge. If the hull is affected by osmosis, the humidity 

The dielectric constant of water is 75 times higher than that of air 

property makes it easy to measure the humidity content of GRP 
laminates with a suitable humidity gauge. Humidity gauges have a 
pad sensor suitable for fast and safe measures of the humidity 
content. A humidity check of the boat hull can safe a lot of time 
and money, if performed prior to carry out any kind of osmosis 
treatment.

weeks of exposition at 27° C and 90% RH.

The diagram shows the resistance against water penetration for different
materials used as barrier coats for boats.
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e Low quality epoxy systems

Two-pack polyurethane paint

Polyester resin

Resorcinol formaldehyde

Solvent based, low viscosity epoxy system

HOW TO RECOGNIZE OSMO
After each boating season it is advisabl

the hull with fresh water and inspect it
There are blisters and blisters. Some 
other than osmosis. Old layers of antif
and delaminating can cause blistering
osmosis are easy to recognize for their c
because they are hard to cut open an
liquid with a strong vinegar smell.
If you are concerned that the hull is affe

weeks of exposition at 27°

The diagram shows the resistance agains
materials used as barrier coats for boats.
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AQUASTOP

removed completely, can be replaced with a coat of AQUASTOP with a DFT of at least 600 microns.

AQUASTOP BY VENEZIANI
The most significant features of Aquastop are: very high 

AQUASTOP provides excellent protection against osmosis both as 
a preventive treatment for new boats and as a repair treatment for 
damaged boats.

If a boat has been damaged by osmosis, the best advise is to 
contact one of the Veneziani Yachting Specialized Centers. Our 
Main Technical Department is at your disposal for information and 
advice.

AQUASTOP has been formulated with a tinting pigment. After 
application it shows a clear light blue color. This coloration is useful 
during painting to understand how much product is being applied: 
the higher the thickness, the darker the color. 

or
apply, independently from the number of coats and the application 
method, the recommended litres, using the theoretical coverage 

content of the boat hull not higher than 10%.

Conditions not in compliance with those mentioned above may 
affect the result of the treatment.

If during the drying period there is an abrupt change of climatic 
conditions, this may cause the formation of a sticky layer 

coating system. If the 48 hours of maximum recoat time are 
exceeded, the last coat must be properly sanded prior to 
recoating. 

quality, which may affect the performance of the Aquastop 
system. In this case we recommend to apply an additional coat of 
Aquastop with brush as a sealer, prior to the application the repair 

by Veneziani Yachting . You can check the thickness as follows:

Measure the thickness during application with a wet thickness 
gauge,

PREVENTION SYSTEM
Even if a boat’s hull has not been affected by osmosis, it may be a 

AQUASTOP. Also a new boat’s hull may have structural defects non 
visible by naked eyes, such as air bubbles or contaminants, and 
preventing is much cheaper and less time consuming then curing.

1 

2 
abrasive paper. 

3 
and 48 hours maximum. The theoretical coverage is 5 m /L per 
coat. Check for amine presence between coats.

4 
applying the subsequent coat of ADHERGLASS or ADHERPOX, in 
order obtain proper chemical curing of AQUASTOP and ensure a 

grade abrasive paper.

ADHERGLASS 
Apply 1 coat by brush at a thickness of 15 microns and a theoretical 

ADHERPOX
Apply 1 coat o by brush, roller or spray gun at a thickness of about 

an antifouling.

5 
the calculation of the right quantity to apply please consult pages 
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PREVENTION SYSTEM
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AQUASTOP

AQUASTOP

1 coat of ADHERGLASS

1 coat of ADHERPOX

ANTIFOULING  

ANTIFOULING  

DFT and theoretical coverage refer to single coats

With one-pack primer

With two-pack primer
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With AQUASTOP it is also possible to repair boat hulls already affected by osmosis. The application of the repair 

CENTERS, which are provided with the necessary equipment and have a staff with training for osmosis treatment. 

REPAIR SYSTEM

REPAIR SYSTEM APPLICATION

1 
blasting. Both procedures are effective.

2 Chiseling by means of f lat chisel and rubber hammer, 
a procedure to use in case of very deep osmosis. After the drying 

by means of disc sanding with rotary or orbital disc sanders, using 

5 Afterwards the curing period begins, during which the boat should 
be stored outside with a plastic sheet protection from the 
waterline down. If the boat is stored inside a shed, proper 

 
 

the drying progress, the humidity content should be checked once 
a week and the results and dates marked with a felt pen on the 
most critical hull areas. Often there is a color change in the 
laminate from yellow to a white tint when the drying is 
progressing.
 
During the curing period the washing down of the hull must be 
repeated at least 3 times, in order to make sure that all bleeding 
liquid shall be eliminated. It may be necessary to open the 
laminate in suspect areas by means of a chisel or a disc sander. 

The hull can be considered dried out when the measured humidity 
content is below 10%.

The humidity measurements should be carried out dividing the 

damaged layers have been removed and the curing has been 
completed by reaching a humidity content below 10%, the coating 
application can start.

3 
orbital disc sanders.

4 Repeated washing down and rinsing with fresh water, in order to 
eliminate the bleeding of acidic solution from the fiberglass 
laminate, which could affect the outcome of the repair work.  
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6 Application of 1 coat of Aquastop with brush, after mixing of 
components A + B, taking care to soak all deeper cavities and 
using vertical and longitudinal cross strokes. The thickness must 

/L.

7 

doesn’ t  a ffec t  the  we igh t  o f  the  boa t  s i gn i f i can t l y. 
 

to apply, or, if application times are limited, EPMAST RAPIDO, 

8 
9 
minutes since then it becomes too soft. If a short pile roller is 
used, the coat will have a slight orange peel appearance. If using 
a brush, apply with longitudinal strokes.

The minimum total thickness must be at least 400 microns. The 

 
The minimum recoating interval between the second coat of 

hours in order to obtain proper chemical curing and best 
impermeability.

Before proceeding with the application of the primer, check the 

10 Application with brush of 1 coat of ADHERGLASS, or application 
of 1 coat of ADHERPOX with brush, roller or spray gun. Application 

to 33.

6 Application of 1 coat of Aquastop w
components A + B, taking care to soa
using vertical and longitudinal cross str

7

doesn’ t  a ffec t  the  we igh t  o f  th

to apply, or, if application times are li

8
9
minutes since then it becomes too so
used, the coat will have a slight orange
a brush, apply with longitudinal strokes.
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REPAIR SYSTEM
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1 coat of AQUASTOP

1 coat of AQUASTOP

 

EPOMAST EVO, for small areas use EPOMAST.
After sanding proceed with:

 EPOMAST EVO, for small areas use EPOMAST.
After sanding proceed with:

1 coat of ADHERGLASS

1 coat of ADHERPOX

ANTIFOULING

ANTIFOULING

AQUASTOP

AQUASTOP

WE RECOMMEND:
to launch the boat not before a minimum of 7 days after the application 
of the last coat of AQUASTOP. 

ATTENTION:
if the maximum recoating times are exceeded, always sand before 
proceeding with the coating system.

With one-pack primer

With two-pack primer

DFT and theoretical coverage refer to single coats
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The coating is not drying
 Wrong dosage of components
 The components have not been mixed properly 
 The temperature is too low
 RH is too high

 Application after poor mixing
 Temperature differences on the hull

 Low temperature
 Thinner addition
 Wrong mixing ratio 
 Primer applied too early

 Low temperature
 RH is too high

 Poor surface preparation
 Leftover contaminants
 Pot-life exceeded
 Excessive humidity content in the substrate

 Expired recoating interval
 Poor sanding between coats
 Poor cleaning between coats
 Excessive RH during drying

 Excessive humidity in the substrate
 Premature launching

The coating is drying in spots

The coating is too soft

The coating is sticky

The coating is delaminating 
from substrate

Intercoat delamination

Blisters in the coating system

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

PROBLEM: ANSWER:

AQUASTOP CENTERS 
These are boatyards specialized in Aquastop application. They 
have a contractual agreement with Veneziani Yachting , are 
provided with the necessary equipment and have a staff with 

available.

advise you and to inform you about the closest Aquastop Center. 

end of the season, in September or October, in order to be able to 
complete the curing process during the next spring, with 
favourable climatic conditions. The professional skill of the 
working staff and the quality the applied products are winning 

lasting results.

GUARANTEE  “GOOD BYE OSMOSIS”
 

description, type of damage, description of the work and the 

are performed by Veneziani Yachting  and the humidity content of 

The coating is not drying

The coating is drying in spots

The coating is too soft

The coating is sticky

The coating is delaminating
from substrate

Intercoat delamination

Blisters in the coating system

PROBLEM:

AQUASTOP CENTERS 
These are boatyards specialized in Aq
have a contractual agreement with 
provided with the necessary equipme

available.

advise you and to inform you about the

end of the season, in September or Oct
complete the curing process durin
favourable climatic conditions. The 
working staff and the quality the appl

lasting results.
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PROTECTING WOOD
Wood has been used in boat construction from antiquity to the modern days. Wood is often used to add an air of 

PROTECTION AND RESTORATION
However, wood is a material which easily deteriorates. Moisture 
penetrating into wood will result in the formation of mould and 
fungus, making the wood porous and cause rotting. In the past, 

today systems are available which protect wood permanently and 
prevent moisture penetration.

RESINA 2000 by Veneziani Yachting  is such a product and has the 
following properties:

long enough pot life for comfortable  application;
Can be used either to permanently protect new wood or to 
restore damaged wood.
can be used for several applications with a range of additives.

All boats, independently from material they are made of, must be 
ventilated in order to keep the interiors dry and to prevent 

Epoxy resins should be applied only at a temperature range from 

temperature range, drying and curing times will be slower or faster.

available, such as the SOVEREIGN gauge, which can be used to 

to remove excess moisture.

provide an accurate dosage of the base/hardener mixture, without 

varnishes. 

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Please request the brochure:
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RESINA 2000 - Protective barrier system for wood

MICROFIBRE - Synthetic micro bers

MICROSFERE - Hollow glass-microsperes

MICROSILICE - Colloidal microsilica

be mixed together with other additives of the range in order to improve knife application and appearance of the product and is suitable 
for both above and below waterline applications. Packaging: 0,75litres.

cleaning only

cleaning only

cleaning only

cleaning only

RESINA 2000 - Protective ba

MICROFIBRE - Synthetic mi

MICROSFERE - Hollow glas

MICROSILICE - Colloidal m

be mixed together with other additives of th
for both above and below waterline applicati

cleaning only
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ANTIFOULING PROTECTION OF THE HULL

barnacles, tube worms and other species. Our biocides have been tested and formulated to be active only in the 
immediate vicinity of the hull and therefore have a minimal environmental impact. The choice of antifouling depends 

antifoulings comply with the EEC regulations for biocides.

SELF-POLISHING ANTIFOULINGS

leaching characteristics. In fact, all antifoulings in order to be 
effective must release into the water substances which will 
inhibit, repel or delay the attack and development of fouling, which 

Antifoulings have to be, through various means, partially soluble in 
order to leach. 

leaching was controlled by mixing various natural, soluble resins 
with synthetic, insoluble resins In the 1970s, the leaching method 
was perfected by the use of acrylic resin copolymers and tin 

coined. 

Today, tin compounds can no longer be used for environmental 

rightfully also be used for all paints which have various means of 

now in fact synonymous.

polishing properties:

ALUSPRINT, hydrophilic with strong antifouling power, without 
tin and copper compounds.  Suitable for all kinds or boat materials, 
also for aluminum.

DRP100
and organic biocides, providing excellent protection as well as 
long duration. Originally formulated for professional boats, 
guarantees good performance for all types of boats.

EVEN EXCEL SPC
polishing copolymer technology, dissolves in both fresh and sea 
water, in a constant and homogenous way, providing maximum 

 
RAFFAELLO, is a high performance antifouling with a hydrophilic 
matrix, with a high content of copper compounds as well as an 
addition of pure carbon particles, which provide both excellent 
antifouling protection and drag reduction in all conditions. 
Effective in warm and temperate seawater, brackish and fresh 

antifouling power and the best preservation of the white colour, 
also after immersion service.

MOBY DICK TF, an antifouling with progressive and constant 
leaching rate, was originally formulated for professional boat and 
delivered only in 10 l cans. Now this antifouling has widespread 
use also for pleasure boats.

SEVENTY
protection against seaweed, barnacles and all other types of 
fouling in fresh water and sea water. This antifouling is easy to 

environment and safer to use.

Self-polishing antifouling

Start of season

End of season
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only white

only white only white

only white

watermax 5%max 5%max 10%

ALUSPRINT - Hydrophilic self-polishing antifouling

DRP 100 - Professional self-polishing antifpuling

EVEN EXCEL SPC - Self-polishing antifouling with copper oxide

steady and homogeneous rate, providing excellent protection against the most aggressive fouling and reducing fuel consumption. May be 
applied to boat hulls made of wood, GRP and steel. The formulation of Even Excel SPC complies with the requirements of the European 

 litres.

MOBY DICK TF - Tin-free self-polishing antifouling

protection for boat hulls. The formulation of this antifouling provides progressive and constant solubility of the coating during the whole 

vessels and work boats. Only the white is suitable for aluminium boats. Colour: light blue, dark blue, black, red, white. Packaging: 10 litres.

RAFFAELLO - Self-polishing hydrophilic antifouling additive with carbon
Raffaello is a top grade, high performance antifouling with a hydrophilic matrix, with a high content of copper compounds, as well as an addition of pure 
carbon particles, which provide both excellent antifouling protection and drag reduction in all conditions. Effective in warm and temperate seawater, brackish 

thickness of this antifouling is reduced progressively during service, avoiding an excessive increase of the antifouling layer also after the application of 

SEVENTY - Water-based antifouling

max 5%max 5%max 10%

ALUSPRINT - Hydrophilic se

DRP 100 - Professional self-p

EVEN EXCEL SPC - Self-po

steady and homogeneous rate, providing exce
applied to boat hulls made of wood, GRP and

MOBY DICK TF - Tin-free se

protection for boat hulls. The formulation of t

vessels and work boats. Only the white is suit

RAFFAELLO - Self-polishing 
Raffaello is a top grade, high performance antifouli
carbon particles, which provide both excellent antifo

thickness of this antifouling is reduced progressiv

SEVENTY - Water-based anti
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ANTIFOULING PROTECTION OF THE HULL
Antifoulings protect the hull of your boat against fouling, using biocides, which are leached into the sea water. All 

Antifoulings should always be applied using personal protective equipment.

HARD ANTIFOULINGS
Insoluble antifoulings or antifoulings with low solubility are 

generally all submerged parts prone to extreme wear or abrasion. 
These are hard antifoulings. In these products, the leaching of the 
biocides, which inhibit attack by the fouling, does not occur by the 
solubility of the binder but, by means of the high concentration of 
biocides, whose particles are leached by contact. 

After some time, on the boat hull only the non active matrix is left. 

antifouling, the thickness will increase. Therefore removal of the 

Hard antifoulings should be preferred also for boats which are 
used daily as well as for boats used in brackish or fresh waters or 
in ports with strong currents.

Veneziani Yachting offers the following hard antifoulings:

CUPRON PLUS, without tin compounds, contains a high 
percentage of copper compounds with improved formulation. 
Originally applied mainly on professional boats, Cupron Plus 
provides good protection against fouling and is particularly suited 
for boats moored in warm and aggressive waters.

EUROSPRINT

performances also in Mediterranean waters. Only the white 
colour is suitable for aluminum boats.

GUMMIPAINT A/F is an antifouling for inflatable boats with 

rubber fabric, PVC,  Hypalon, etc. without a primer.

PROPELLER is an antifouling formulated specifically for the 

highest adhesion and abrasion resistance is required. This 
antifouling is copper and tin free and therefore suitable for all 
types of metals.
More information on the protection of these special parts is 
provided on page 33. These parts are prone to heavy wear and 
corrosion and therefore should be treated with care in order to 
avoid loss of performance.

SPEEDY CARBONIUM
which uses carbon particles as an active component for better 
performance of fast sailing and regatta boats. Suitable for all 
substrates, aluminum included. Proper application with a spray 

improve the smoothness even more, a procedure which results in 
additional drag reduction and increased speed. 

applied with a roller. In this case, in order to produce a smooth 
surface, sanding after each coat should be carried out.

Hard antifouling

Start of season

End of season 
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only white

only white

CUPRON PLUS - Conventional copper-free antifouling

conventional antifoulings. This product is recommended for working boats and no, providing effective antifouling protection also in particularly 

EUROSPRINT - Long life antifouling
Eurosprint is an antifouling with a high content of copper compounds, suitable for antifouling protection in sea water, brackish water and fresh water. A hard 

GUMMIPAINT A/F - Antifouling for in atable boats

PROPELLER - Antifouling for propellers, shafts and stern-gear

in combination with Propeller Primer in order to perform properly. The new formulation has improved resistance to cathodic overprotection. 

SPEEDY CARBONIUM - Two-pack antifouling for racing boats

cleaning only

CUPRON PLUS - Conventio

conventional antifoulings. This product is rec

EUROSPRINT - Long life ant
Eurosprint is an antifouling with a high content of

GUMMIPAINT A/F - Antifo

PROPELLER - Antifouling for

in combination with Propeller Primer in orde

SPEEDY CARBONIUM - T

cleaning only
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VENEZIANI YACHTING

of ANDREA MURA 
and of his boat
VENTO DI SARDEGNA.
First Italian to win the famous Rhoute du Rhum, Andrea Mura is a man full of passion with outstanding 
expertise and constant fondness for innovation. Supported by the Region of Sardinia, Andrea Mura takes his 
will to win and to break limits around the world. 

In view of the forthcoming undertakings, his 
boat has been hauled out of water for the 
necessary maintenance, first of all the 
antifouling coating of the hull. The choice of 
Andrea has been Speedy Carbonium, 
with the exclusive carbon technology for 
outstanding performance, particularly suited 
for racing and regatta sailboats. Applied with 
a spray gun Speedy Carbonium produces a 

possible to wet sand in order to improve the 
smoothness even more.
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ADHERGLASS - 1 COAT 
N° OF 0,75 L CANS

ADHERPOX - 1 COAT

N° OF 0,75 L CANS

ANTIFOULING - 2 COATS

N° OF 0,75 L CANS

Sailboats Motorboats Sailboats Motorboats Sailboats Motorboats

LENGTH AT
WATERLINE (M) WITH KEEL  

WITH FULL
SHAPED 
HULLS

FAST
SEMI-PLANING

WITH
DISLOCATING

HULL SUCH AS
PILOT BOATS

OR TRAWLERS

WITH KEEL  
WITH FULL

SHAPED 
HULLS

FAST
SEMI-PLANING

WITH
DISLOCATING

HULL SUCH AS
PILOT BOATS

OR TRAWLERS

WITH KEEL  
WITH FULL

SHAPED 
HULLS

FAST
SEMI-PLANING

WITH
DISLOCATING

HULL SUCH AS
PILOT BOATS

OR TRAWLERS

1 1 3 4 4 4

7 3 3 4 4 5

8 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 7 8

9 3 3 4 3 3 5 7 8 10

10 3 3 4 5 3 3 5 7 8 10

11 3 4 5 3 5 7 8 9 14

4 5 7 5 7 8 9 11 14 17

13 4 5 7 8 5 8 9 10 19

14 5 8 9 7 9 10 14 18

15 7 8 10 7 8 9 13

ANTIFOULING PROTECTION OF THE HULL

antifoulings. Antifoulings are soluble, if self-polishing or, if hard antifoulings, the biocides are leached out. Therefore 

HOW MUCH ANTIFOULING TO BUY?

the recommended coverage as well as to apply always two coats 

to faster erosion, such as the waterline.
In the table on the right side there is a precise method for 
calculating the quantity of antifouling you should buy and use. In 
this case you must know the dimensions of your boat: length at 
the waterline, maximum width and draught.

However, if you want to avoid too many calculations, you can use 
the table here below, which has been compiled according to our 
experience and to the information received from our customers. 

the product to be purchased using 0.75 liter cans. You should 
never exceed the theoretical coverage indicated in the technical 
data sheets. 
It necessary to apply the correct quantity and the paint should 

this means that for one coat you should use about one 0,75 can 

To obtain the recommended total thickness of 80-100 microns, you 
should apply two coats of the product without thinner and using a 
brush. By using a roller you will obtain a lower thickness.

Fast calculation of the required quantity of antifouling

To calculate how much antifouling to use, first you have 
to know:

A. The boat’s length at  the water l ine mult ip l ied by 
the boat’s width 

B. The boat’s length at  the water l ine mult ip l ied by 

C. 
the shape of the hull:

modern sailboat with keel LC  0,35
sailboats with full shaped hull LC  0,40

LC  0,65
boats with dislocating hull such as pilot boats or trawlers  LC  0,70

LC  0,68

The formula is: (A+B) x C= actual surface (m²)
to paint

If you divide the result of the  formula by the coverage of the 
antifouling, you have the quantity of antifouling to use 

ADHERGLASS -
N° OF 0,75 L CA

Sailboats Mo

LENGTH AT
WATERLINE (M) WITH KEEL

WITH FULL
SHAPED
HULLS

FAS
SEMI-PLA

1

7

8 3 3

9 3 3

10 3 3 4

11 3 4 5

4 5

13 4 5 7

14 5 8

15 7 8

antifoulinngs. Antifoulings are solu

HOW MUCH ANTIFOULING 

the recommended coverage as well as 

to faster erosion, such as the waterline
In the table on the right side there
calculating the quantity of antifouling y
this case you must know the dimensio
the waterline, maximum width and drau

However, if you want to avoid too many
the table here below, which has been c
experience and to the information rece

the product to be purchased using 0.
never exceed the theoretical coverage
data sheets.
It necessary to apply the correct quan

this means that for one coat you shoul

To obtain the recommended total thickne
should apply two coats of the product w
brush. By using a roller you will obtain a l
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ANTIFOULING PROTECTION OF THE HULL
If your boat is already protected with an antifouling coating in good 

If you want to apply a different type of antifouling from Veneziani 
Yachting, please consult the compatibility table here below.

antifoulings should be avoided, since this could cause mechanical 
stresses between the coating layers, resulting in the  loss of 
performance. If you have to recoat an unknown antifouling, 

THE CORRECT THICKNESS
Before an antifouling from Veneziani Yachting is released on the 
market, it must pass a series of successful physical and chemical 
laboratory tests, as well as practical tests, the so  called raft tests. 
These require the application of the antifouling on plates with 
standard sizes made of different materials.
Veneziani Yachting has a number of rafts in various locations, on 
which the raft test plates are mounted. Hundreds of plates are put 
to sea every year, some with Veneziani Yachting  antifouling 
products already on the market, others with competitor’s 
products, while new antifouling paints are tested on the remaining 
plates. The plates are inspected and photographed every 3 

 

the tests, the formulations showing the very best results are 
chosen and further testing is started on some boats. Only 
antifoulings with the best results are released on the market. 
One of the raft tests carried out by Veneziani Yachting laboratories 
requires painting the centre of the plates with only 1 coat of 

show that after 3 months there is no obvious difference, but after 

years the centre section is covered with  barnacles. This results 

quantity of biocides released, and therefore on the thickness 

NEW antifouling

PR
EV

IO
U

S 
an

tif
ou

lin
g

ALUSPRINT
CUPRON

PLUS

ALUSPRINT

CUPRON PLUS

DRP100

DRP100

EVEN EXCEL
SPC

EVEN EXCEL SPC

EUROSPRINT

EUROSPRINT

SEVENTY

SEVENTY

SPEEDY
CARBONIUM

SPEEDY CARBONIUM

raft test after 3 months raft test after 1 year raft test after 2 years

Raft test Veneziani Yachting
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METAL KEELS, FLAPS AND RUDDERS

below the waterline are prone to abrasion, wear and corrosion . 

should be prepared by mechanical disc sanding   or by grit blasting 
in order to remove all traces of old paint and rust.
Our recommended coating system consists of 1 coat of 
ADHERPOX and 3 coats of  AQUASTOP  applied with a short pile 

antifouling.
As an alternative you can apply 3 coats of ADHERPOX and then 

STERN DRIVES
All boat motors are protected with a stove enamel by the 
manufacturer. However they should also be protected against 

paper, apply:

metal by sanding or, where possible, using an abrasive disc. Then 

PROPELLERS (BRONZE)
AND SHAFTS (STAINLESS STEEL)

fanatical, when carrying out cleaning and preparation.

and therefore the performance of the propeller.  Veneziani Yachting 

whole coating system should be renewed every season. The 
application procedure is as follows: sand with coarse grade 
sandpaper to achieve an anchor pattern and degrease with 
DETERSIL. Repeat the degreasing several times using a clean 
sponge and rinsing with fresh water.
Do not use solvents which will not eliminate grease but simply 
spread it  on the surface. Take care not touch the clean surface 

adhesion of the coating.

between coats.

The antifouling PROPELLER should be applied only to PROPELLER 

hours before launching.

Note: some alloys used for propellers are not suitable for coating.

ANTIFOULING PROTECTION OF SPECIAL PARTS

is small, if compared to that of a boat, however, these parts require special care in order to avoid loss of performance 
or corrosion problems.

DO THE PROPELLER FIRST

last. This procedure gives  PROPELLER, a hard antifouling, 
more time to dry completely.

METAL KEELS, FLAPS AND

below the waterline are prone to abras

should be prepared by mechanical disc s
in order to remove all traces of old pain
Our recommended coating system
ADHERPOX and 3 coats of  AQUASTOP

antifouling.
As an alternative you can apply 3 coats

STERN DRIVES
All boat motors are protected with
manufacturer. However they should a

paper, apply:

metal by sanding or, where possible, us

iss small, if compared to that of a b
or ccorrosiion problems.
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THE FINISH OF TOPSIDE, DECKHOUSE AND DECK

WHAT IS AN UNDERCOAT
The undercoat may be considered a close relative of the enamel, 
since it consists of the same components, but with a higher 
percentage of pigments and extenders. Sometimes an undercoat 

and hides filled areas, avoiding discoloration defects of the 
enamel.

to locate possible surface defects to repair prior to the application 
the enamel. The undercoat should be applied to clean, sanded 
surfaces or to a suitable barrier coat.

The undercoat provides a higher thickness than the enamel. 
Moreover, it is easier to sand. Last but not least, undercoats are 
cheaper than enamels and help to save on the quantity of enamel 
to purchase.

adhesion between the undercoat and the enamel. After surface 

Veneziani Yachting offers the following undercoats, which are well 
suited for all boat materials on the nautical market.

EUROGEL is an alkyd based, mat undercoat. Easy to use, this 

for interior boat surfaces or as an undercoat for alkyd enamels, 

usually with brush, to existing one pack primers, previously 
sanded, or to stripped wood. Being easy to apply and well worth 

EPOWAY is an epoxy undercoat for up to date coating systems, 

of a primer. Epoway can be applied by spray gun and has 
outstanding chemical, abrasion and water penetration   resistance. 

grade abrasive paper is recommended in order to obtain a 
perfectly smooth surface to be recoated with enamels such as 
Commander or Gel Gloss Pro.

POLYGOAL
excellent performance.
Easy to sand and therefore especially suitable as undercoat for top 

the most used, however, being manufactured also with the 
tintometric system, Polygoal can be delivered with the same 

When choosing an undercoat, you should keep in mind the substrate 
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4:1

EPOWAY - High-buil epoxy undercoat

EUROGEL - Matt enamel undercoat

substrates. This product should not be used on inorganic zinc or galvanised panels. It is not suitable for continuous submersion in water. 

POLYGOAL - Polyacrylic undercoat

 

4:1

EPOWAY - High-buil epoxy u

EUROGEL - Matt enamel und

substrates. This product should not be used o

POLYGOAL - Polyacrylic und
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THE FINISH OF TOPSIDE, DECKHOUSE AND DECK

are easy to apply and to maintain, however they are less resistant 

well as better resistance against weathering and better mechanical 
abrasion resistance, but will require more care and commitment 
during the application. After the application of a protective primer, 

DECK FINISH is a professional, alkyd based enamel for decks and 
waterlines, providing excellent wear and abrasion resistance as 

periodic immersion service without loss of gloss and discoloration.

GUMMIPAINT  is the enamel for the protection and the 

If you follow the steps here below, you will obtain good results:

carefully prepare the surface, degreasing and washing  
repeatedly with   DETERSIL, in order to  remove the wax used 

and clean it with a wet cloth.

UNIGLOSS
providing excellent levelling as well as colour and gloss retention. 
Suitable for exterior and interior surfaces made of wood and GRP, 

GEL GLOSS PRO
with excellent resistance against the marine and industrial 

The excellent leveling properties provide a perfect finish for 
topsides, decks and deckhouses. Gel Gloss Pro can be applied 
directly to gel coats as well as to epoxy or polyurethane primers.

volume is recommended. The excellent leveling properties of this 

evenly but full hiding is not necessary. Apply the second coat with 
cross passes in order to obtain full hiding. The last coat, which is 
usually more diluted, should partially soften the previous coat in 

48 hours is exceeded, sand the surface prior to proceed with the 
application.

pack an two pack enamels. During the application the paint should 

ITALIA is a glossy, alkyd based enamel, which can be applied to 
exterior and interior surfaces, providing good hiding power, 
excellent gloss and easy application with brush as well as 
durability in marine and industrial climate.
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ANTISKID POWDER - granulated additive enamel paints

DECK FINISH - Deck nish for working boats

primers. Colour: red, green. Packaging: 5 litres.

UNIGLOSS - One-pack high-quality enamel

cannot be directly applied to inorganic zinc primers or to galvanized panels. Available in various colours. Not suitable for continuous 

GEL GLOSS PRO - Two-pack polyurethane nish
A high quality enamel with excellent resistance to marine and industrial environment, to ageing and to ultraviolet rays. Does not yellow, 

GUMMIPAINT - For rubber dinghies

time maintaining maximum adherence. Gummipaint is highly resistant to the marine environment, to immersion in salt and fresh water 
and to ultraviolet rays. Colour: see colour chart. Packaging: 0,375 litres.

ITALIA - Professional enamel with high coverage

solvents. The main characteristics are: high coverage, high gloss and durability. It is easy to apply with a brush, has perfect levelling and 

3:1

ANTISKID POWDER - gran

DECK FINISH - Deck nish f

primers. Colour: red, green. Packaging: 5 litr

UNIGLOSS - One-pack high-

cannot be directly applied to inorganic zinc 

GEL GLOSS PRO - Two-pac
A high quality enamel with excellent resistan

GUMMIPAINT - For rubber 

time maintaining maximum adherence. Gum
and to ultraviolet rays. Colour: see colour cha

ITALIA - Professional enamel

solvents. The main characteristics are: high c
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THE FINISH OF TOPSIDE, DECKHOUSE AND DECK

Only professional operators are able to carry out proper surface 

careful control of the working environment, suitable surface 
preparation, proper equipment and careful organization of the 
whole work, taking into account the following factors:

Temperature of the working area, which will affect the viscosity 
of the paint during application and determine the choice of the 
thinner to be used. The temperature will also affect the drying of 

application.

Proper cleanliness of the working area, of the substrate and of 
the equipment shall be decisive for a good result. Good lighting 
from different angles is another important factor.

suitable undercoats will be necessary and shall be  checked 

Air pressure, paint viscosity, number and thickness of coats, 
distance of the spray gun from the surface and spray technique 
depend on the experience and ability of the operator.

polyacrylic enamels  and varnishes with excellent gloss and colour 

sanding.

There is the possibility to request special colours, manufactured 
with tintometric system according to samples. The range offers 
the following products:

COMMANDER
pastel colours, providing excellent gloss as well as outstanding 
colour retention. Easy to polish, this enamel has also excellent 

abrasion.

COMMANDER CLEAR

applied directly to COMMANDER M, for a double layer system, or 
to polyacrylic enamels.

COMMANDER M

REDUCER SLOW, STANDARD and FAST&M
able to reduce the viscosity, aid paint application and the correct 
film formation of the finish. Moreover, they make proper 
application at different temperatures possible.

The choice of the undercoat depends on the substrate material, 
the desired result and on the application procedure. Air pressure, 
paint viscosity, number and thickness of coats, distance of the spray 
gun from the surface and spray technique depend on the experience 
and ability of the operator.
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COMMANDER - Two-pack polyacrylic pastel-enamel

polyurethane primers, such as Epoway e Polygoal. Not suitable for continuous immersion service. Colour: refer to colour table and to 
tintometric system. Packaging: 3,00 litres.

Reducer Slow
Reducer Standard

COMMANDER CLEAR - Two-pack high-buil polyacrylic varnish

enamels. Not suitable for continuous immersion service. Colour: clear. Packaging: 3,00 litres.

COMMANDER M - One-pack polyacrylic metallic paint

or polyurethane primers such as Epoway, Polygoal. Colour: refer to the colour table and tintometric system. Packaging: 1,00 litres

REDUCER FAST & M - Fast reducer for COMMANDER, COMMANDER CLEAR and COMMANDER M

REDUCER SLOW - Diluente lento per COMMANDER E COMMANDER CLEAR

on proper thinner evaporation, therefore the correct use of thinners is very important in order to achieve good paint application. Reducer Slow 

REDUCER STANDARD - Diluente standard per COMMANDER E COMMANDER CLEAR

on proper thinner evaporation, therefore the correct use of thinners is very important in order to achieve good paint application. Reducer 
Standard is the suitable thinner for the spray application of the enamel Commander and the varnish Commander Clear at a temperature range 

Reducer Slow
Reducer Standard

COMMANDER - Two-pack 

polyurethane primers, such as Epoway e 
tintometric system. Packaging: 3,00 litres.

Reducer Slow
Reducer Standard

COMMANDER CLEAR - Tw

enamels. Not suitable for continuous immer

COMMANDER M - One-pa

or polyurethane primers such as Epoway, Polyg

REDUCER FAST & M - Fas

REDUCER SLOW - DiluenteW
on proper thinner evaporation, therefore the 

REDUCER STANDARD - D

on proper thinner evaporation, therefore th
Standard is the suitable thinner for the spray

Reducer Slow
Reducer Standard
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The most precious parts of your boat are those made of wood, which are also the most prone to deterioration and 

with 2 coats, you will have well protected wood in perfect condition.

THE FINISH OF TOPSIDE, DECKHOUSE AND DECK

between two different products: 

TIMBER GLOSS
interior and exterior surfaces, which provides a glossy coating 

climate. Timber gloss is recommended for painting all types of 
wood above the waterline and can be applied also to old varnishes 
in good condition.

WOOD GLOSS and WOOD MAT
better resistance to weathering than conventional varnishes, and 
therefore provide longer durability. If the wood is new, it should 

thinner, then the percentage of thinner should be reduced 

During application, always brush longitudinally to the grain of the 
wood. If the wood is stained by water infiltration, you must 

remove the paint from the affected area and treat the wood with 

regains the original colour. 

HIGH PERFORMANCE SYSTEM

GLOSS as mentioned above. This system can be renewed at a 

dry wood.

TEAK
The teak has always been considered a noble and precious wood 

depending on the area of origin and the quality. The best quality 
teak shows a uniform golden colour sometimes with black 
veining. This wood has an oily feeling when touched, a strong and 
typical smell and is one of the most durable woods in the world, 
practically immune to attacks by insects and very resistant to 
water contact. 
Due to its beauty, durability, resistance and ductility the teak is an 
excellent wood for manifold uses. The teak is the only wood which 
can be used in all areas of the world, even in those where thermal 
cycling, humidity, salinity and winds may affect all other wood 
types. Because of its excellent resistance to the marine 
environment, the teak is nowadays used mainly for the 
construction of boat decks and does not require any protective 
treatment. Moreover the teak is not stained if in contact with 

price of teak, which restricts its use. On the other hand, the teak 
is the most suitable wood for the use in marine environment.

Teak and iroko are usually not varnished. They should be treated 
with natural oils to replace the components lost due to weathering 

should be repeated twice per season. This procedure will avoid 
frequent cleaning and the wood will preserve its natural colour 
and natural properties.
Veneziani Yachting offers two products for thorough cleaning and 
reviving the natural colour of teak.

natural fiber brush. Synthetic fiber brushes and abrasive 
detergents should be avoided. Rinse thoroughly with plenty of 
fresh water.

the surface still wet from the previous cleaning operation with 

the wood.
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TIMBER GLOSS - Glossy wood varnish

WOOD GLOSS - Glossy wood nishe

resistance to abrasion. Enhances the beauty of the wood without problems of varnish shrinkage. Particularly recommended for the 
treatment of visible wood surfaces both inside and outside. Not suitable for surfaces which are continuously immersed. Apply several 
coats to obtain the best results in corrosive industrial or marine environments. Colour: clear. Packaging: 0,75 litres.

4:1

WOOD MAT - Semy-glossy wood varnish

bulkheads, furniture and all internal wooden surfaces. Excellent levelling and resistance to wear. Easy to apply. Not suitable for surfaces 
which are permanently immersed. Excellent for wooden decking and planking. Colour: clear. Packaging: 0,75 litres.

TEAK 1
Detergent and stain 
remover for teak
Teak 1 removes all kind of contaminations 
from wood. The pH of Teak 1 only slightly 
alkaline, therefore it cleans thoroughly, 
removing the soil but leaving the “oily” 
content of the wood unharmed. Colour: 
colourless. Packaging: 0,50 litres.

TEAK 2
Bleaching agent 
for teak
Sunlight, salt and pollution affect the original 
appearance of teak resulting in a greyish 

o r ig ina l  co lou r.  Co lou r :  co lou r less . 
Packaging: 0,50 litres.

TEAK 3
Impregnating and
protective agent for teak
Teak 3 besides impregnating wood and 
reducing soil penetration, restores the 

Teak 3 enhances the natural colour of teak 
and makes the surfaces softer to touch. 
Colour: colourless, gold. Packaging: 0,50 / 

1:1

TIMBER GLOSS - Glossy w

WOOD GLOSS - Glossy woo

resistance to abrasion. Enhances the beaut
treatment of visible wood surfaces both insi
coats to obtain the best results in corrosive 

WOOD MAT - Semy-glossy w

bulkheads, furniture and all internal wooden s
which are permanently immersed. Excellent 

TEAK 1
Detergent and stain
remover for teak
Teak 1 removes all kind of contaminations
from wood. The pH of Teak 1 only slightly 
alkaline, therefore it cleans thoroughly, 
removing the soil but leaving the “oily” 
content of the wood unharmed. Colour:
colourless. Packaging: 0,50 litres.
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to hide rust or dirt. However, it is important to coat also these areas properly in order to avoid penetration of 
humidity and consequent problems.

INTERIORS

PEAKS, ICEBOXES

but sometimes used also as galleys and in this case the food 
should come in contact with clean surfaces. 

in confined areas, since there will be no  solvent vapours. 
Ceramite Yachting provides good hiding power, hardness and 
complete impermeability. Resistant to fuel and mineral oils, it can 
be cleaned easily with a normal liquid detergent or a bilge 
detergent since its surface is hard and glossy. In new GRP  boats, 
Ceramite Yachting eliminates the strong, unpleasant odour of 

surfaces.

In metal boats, after surface preparation, apply a primer such as 
ADHERPOX and then finish with CERAMITE YACHTING. In 

coat of CERAMITE YACHTING. The same procedure can be used 
for water tanks and iceboxes. 

potable water tanks and galleys use ECOPLAST, an epoxy coating 

contact with food, potable water, fresh or refrigerated fish, 

confined spaces, providing excellent water and chemical 
resistance. 

BILGES

with special polymers conferring good chemical resistance 
against humidity, lubricating oils, fuels and detergents. This 
product produces very little smell during application and can be 
applied to GRP, wood, steel and aluminum. It is easy to apply and 
has excellent hiding power as well as leveling. 

This product should be applied to clean, dry and oil free surfaces. 

remove all loose paint scales by scraping. Usually no thinner is 

Apply an even coat with full coverage, wetting the surface 
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THINNERS
Thinners are volatile liquids used to dissolve paint components, 
reduce the viscosity and aid paint application. Suitable film 
formation depends on proper thinner evaporation, therefore the 
correct use of thinners is very important in order to achieve good 

after the mixing of the two components. Instructions indicated in 
technical data sheets and regarding the correct use of thinners for 

followed precisely and the maximum  recommended percentage 
should never be exceeded.

DILUENTE 6380, thinner for the GUMMIPAINT range, for brush 
and spray application.
DILUENTE 6470 is the recommended thinner for all antifouling 

only for the cleaning of  equipment.
DILUENTE 6610, thinner for epoxy paints. Recommended 

AQUASTOP, CERAMITE YACHTING,  ECOPLAST, for al l 

recommended only for the cleaning of  equipment.
DILUENTE 6700
GLOSS PRO for brush and spray application. 
DILUENTE 6780 ,  t h inne r  fo r  po l yu re thane  pa in ts . 

recommended only for the cleaning of equipment.

CERAMITE YACHTING - Barrier coating for internal use

such as water tanks, galleys and cool boxes. Used in antiosmosis systems as a sealant for bilge, fore and aft peaks and hidden internal 
surfaces. This product is also suitable for use on wood and steel and has a high chemical resistance to fresh and salt water, diesel, oil, and 
acidic and basic solutions. Ceramite Yachting is easily cleaned with an ordinary liquid detergent as it has a hard, glossy surface. Colour: white. 
Packaging: 0,75 litres.

cleaning only

ECOPLAST - Epoxy coating for cool boxes
Epoxy coating for internal use where there is contact with foodstuffs. Recommended for the treatment of iceboxes, cool boxes, galleys and 

cleaning only

SENTIFLEX - One pack enamel for bilge
Glossy enamel based on specially resins that confers good chemical resistance, in particular to the humidity penetration, oils, fuel and 
detergents. This enamel, odorless, can be applied directly on, upon preparation, GPR, wood, steel and aluminium. Easy to apply, has a good 
coverage power with excellent levelling. Colour: grey. Packaging: 0,75 litres.

THINNERS
Thinners are volatile liquids used to di
reduce the viscosity and aid paint a
formation depends on proper thinner e
correct use of thinners is very importan

after the mixing of the two component
technical data sheets and regarding the 

followed precisely and the maximum  r
should never be exceeded.

DILUENTE 6380, thinner for the GUM
and spray application.
DILUENTE 6470 is the recommende

CERAMITE YACHTING - B

such as water tanks, galleys and cool boxes. 
surfaces. This product is also suitable for use 
acidic and basic solutions. Ceramite Yachting is
Packaging: 0,75 litres.

ECOPLAST - Epoxy coating f
Epoxy coating for internal use where there is c

cleaning only

SENTIFLEX - One pack enam
Glossy enamel based on specially resins tha
detergents. This enamel, odorless, can be app
coverage power with excellent levelling. Colou
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urethane primer, recommended when uncompromising protection 

coating is his flexibility and strong adhesion to all types of 
substrates.

Durepox has been used for decades not only for boats but also in 
the aeronautical industry and has undergone successfully very 

highest in the world. Best suited for regatta boats which do not 
require antifouling, Durepox has been some kind of revolution for 
regatta boat painting.

have a 15% reduction of the drag coefficient if compared to 

Durepox can be applied directly, or after suitable surface 
preparation, to all boat building materials such as steel, galvanized 

improve the gloss of surfaces painted with all colours of 
DUREPOX or to be applied directly to bare substrates of carbon 

“The platform was spectacular, the boats were spectacular, the 

Durepox was again the Choice of Champions, being an important 
part of the coating systems for all 4 Challenger boats of the Louis 

involved in the preliminary meetings with some the possible 
teams competing in 35th edition.

Robert Hini, Operation and Export Manager,
RESENE AUTOMOTIVE & LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
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Nigel Marchant, Southern Spars

Compared to other primers for boats, Durepox has a lower 

grey and red, Durepox can now delivered on request in nearly all 
colours.
Applied wet to wet and quick drying, Durepox may increase 
considerably the speed of boats to which it is applied. Moreover, 
Durepox provides also high impermeability and long durability.

Durepox has been applied to the hulls of some of the most 

American Cup Challenges, Durepox has protected the winning 
teams.

Chris Mellow, Construction Manager for 
SWE63 & SWE73
Victory Challenge Sweden (AC2003)

Nigel Marchant, Southern Spars
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on what given day.

DUREPOX 2K PRIMER 
PAINTING FLOW CHART

PREPARATION
1. Remove all initial mould re
lease agents. Degrease with 

C Power is also very good for 
water borne contaminants with 

detergent pressure wash also 
works very well.

2. Grit Blast with Garnett Grade C 
to 30 micron profile. DO NOT 
recycle grit.

3. Long or short board to desired 
shape with P80 grit or coarser 

4. 
low points with desired filling 
faring compound.

5. Long or short board to desired 
shape with P80 grit or coarser 

SUBSTRATE

Large surface area

Male or female 
mould

PRIMER SURFACER
1. 
microns only.

2. 
guide.

3. Suggested gun set up 1.4 mm. 
Gravity or pressure pot.

4. 

5. Using higher temperatures for 
thermal curing will shorten cure 
times.

FINAL SAND
1. 

with P400 grit.

2. Inspect for sand throughs or 
pin holes.

3. 
spot prime any rub throughs.

4. Air blow and clean down always 
wearing gloves and clean lint 
free cloths using the wipe on 
wipe off method changing cloths 
frequently.

5. 

6. Air blow and clean down always 
wearing gloves and clean lint 
free cloths using the wipe on 
wipe off method changing cloths 
frequently.

COLOUR COATS
1. Mask by hand or spray mask 
starting with the smallest sur

2. 

3. Using higher temperatures for 
thermal curing will shorten cure 
times.

4. Apply all other colours in agreed 
sequence.

5. Pay particular attention to accu
rate masking and edge to edge 
of all colours.

6. 
alternatively apply Durepox High 
Performance Clear to the over all 
surface area.

DECK & 
COCK PIT AREA
1. 
cess.

2. Apply Durepox with Deck Grip 
in appropriately masked out 

gun set up.

3. Mask out any other colours and 
apply Durepox as per agreed 
pa in t  and  co lour  scheme. 
 
Point to note: By adding 10% 
By Volume of Durepox High Per
formance Clear to Durepox col
ours will greatly enhance clean 
ability and visual appearance. 

follow prep method depending 

Bulb: Clean \ Sand  \Clean \ use 
a high build epoxy primer \ over 
night cure\sand with P150 fol
lowed by Durepox.

PRIMER FILLER
Air blow and clean down always 
wearing gloves and clean lint 
free cloths using the wipe on 
wipe off method changing cloths 
frequently.

1. 
Durepox Grey by roller and or air
less spray, depending on equip
ment a start point mix ratio of 
4:1:1 or less thinner if required.

2. Identify small pinholes and 
squeegee or brush over as seen.

3. 

4. Using higher temperatures for 
thermal curing will shorten cure 
times.

SANDING 
& FARING
1. After full cure apply an even all 
over guide coat.

2. Long or short board to desired 
shape with P80 grit or coarser 

3. 
holes and low points.

4. Air blow and clean down always 
wearing gloves and clean lint 
free cloths using the wipe on 
wipe off method changing cloths 
frequently.

the product and its properties is for the sole purpose of identifying it and does not constitute a warranty that the product or its properties shall conform to that description, nor is the description 



PAINT SYSTEMS
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FOR NEW OR STRIPPED BOATS
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TOPSIDE

1 coat of ADHERPOX

1 coat of UNIKOTE PRO

3 coats of ADHERPOX

1 coat of EPOWAY

GEL GLOSS PRO

ANTISKID POWDER

ANTIFOULING  

1 coat of  POLYGOAL

COMMANDER

GEL GLOSS PRO

ANTISKID POWDER

HULL
UNIKOTE PRO

ANTIFOULING  

Two-pack system

Two-pack system PRO

METAL

or

or

TOPSIDE HULL

DFT and theoretical coverage indicated are for single coats
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FOR NEW OR STRIPPED BOATS
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1 coat of ADHERGLASS 1 coat of ADHERGLASS

ITALIA ANTIFOULING  

UNIGLOSS

TOPSIDE HULL
1 coat of EPOWAY 1 coat of ADHERPOX

1 coat of  POLYGOAL ANTIFOULING  

COMMANDER

GEL GLOSS PRO

One-pack system

Two-pack system

GRP AND COMPOSITES

or

or

TOPSIDE HULL

or

DFT and theoretical coverage indicated are for single coats
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1 coat of ADHERGLASS

ITALIA

UNIGLOSS

TOPSIDE
1 coat of EPOWAY

1 coat of POLYGOAL

COMMANDER

GEL GLOSS PRO

GGRRP AAND COMPO

or

or

TOPSIDE

or

DDFT annd theoretical coverag
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L
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IN
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H

O
 IT

AL
IA

O
 U

N
IG

LO
SS

CO
M

M
AN

DE
R

O 
GE

L G
LO

SS
 PR

O

TOPSIDE

TOPSIDE

1 coat of EUROGEL

1 coat of MINIAX PLX

DECK FINISH

ITALIA

UNIGLOSS

or

or

or

HULL

HULL

4/5 coat of TICOPRENE

ANTIFOULING  

ANTISKID POWDER

ANTISKID POWDER

1 coat of FIBRODUR 1 coat of FIBRODUR

RESINA 2000 RESINA 2000

1 coat of EPOWAY 1 coat of ADHERPOX

1 coat of  POLYGOAL ANTIFOULING  

COMMANDER

GEL GLOSS PRO

WOOD

One-pack system

Two-pack system

or

or

DFT and theoretical coverage indicated are for single coats

FOR NEW OR STRIPPED BOATS
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FI
BR

O
DU

R

FI
BR

O
DU

R

TI
M

BE
R 

G
LO

SS

RE
SI

N
A 

20
00

W
O

O
D 

G
LO

SS

O
 W

O
O

D 
M

AT

TOPSIDE
1 coat of FIBRODUR

RESINA 2000

WOOD GLOSS

WOOD MAT

VARNISHED WOOD

One-pack system

Two-pack system

TOPSIDE
1 coat of FIBRODUR

TIMBER GLOSS

ANTISKID POWDER

ANTISKID POWDER

or

DFT and theoretical coverage indicated are for single coats

FOR NEW OR STRIPPED BOATS

FI
BR

O
DU

R

FI
BR

O
DU

R

TOPSIDE
1 coat of FIBRODUR

RESINA 2000

WOOD GLOSS

WOOD MAT

VVAARNNISHED WOOD

TOPSIDE
1 coat of FIBRODUR

TIMBER GLOSS

ANTISKID POWDER

ANTISKID POWDER

or

DDFT annd theoretical coverag
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P
A

IN
T
 S

Y
S
T
E
M

S

SPECIAL PARTS

1 coat of ADHERPOX

GUMMIPAINT GUMMIPAINT A/F

3coats of ADHERPOX

PROPELLER

3 coats of AQUASTOP ANTIFOULING  

1 coat of ADHERGLASS

ANTIFOULING  

CERAMITE YACHTING o ECOPLAST

SENTIFLEX 

1 coat of PROPELLER PRIMER

Metal
keels

In atable boats

Metal
keels

Propellers,
shafts and Z-drives

Peaks, galleys, ice boxes
and bilges

AD
HE

RP
OX

AD
HE

RP
OX

AQ
UA

ST
OP

AD
HE

RG
LA

SS
AN

TI
FO

UL
IN

G

PR
OP

EL
LE

R 
PR

IM
ER

PR
OP

EL
LE

R
AN

TI
FO

UL
IN

G

GU
M

M
IPA

NT
 A

/F

G
U

M
M

IP
AN

T

Rigid GRP hull: Refer to the hull paint system for GRP boats

DFT and theoretical coverage indicated are for single coats

FOR NEW OR STRIPPED BOATS
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MAINTAINING MY BOAT

Name  .............................................................................................................................

Brand  .............................................................................................................................

Length  ............................................................................................................................

Year of manufacture  .....................................................................................................

Displacement  ................................................................................................................

NECESSARY TOOLS
Besides the tools listed in the table here below, remember to wear always the following protective equipment: mask, 

Work description Product Quantity Date Remarks

OVAL BRUSHES

FLAT 
BRUSHES 

ANGLED BRUSHES 

FINE BRUSHES

SHORT PILE ROLLERS 

LONG PILE ROLLERS 
(OR FOAM ROLLERS)

ROLLS OF ADHESIVE 
TAPE

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

COARSE SANDPAPE 
(SHEETS)

 

MEDIUM 
SANDPAPER 
(SHEETS) 

 

FINE SANDPAPER
 
 
 
 
BASINS FOR 
ROLLER  
APPLICATION 
 

SCRAPERS

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

80
 

100
 
 

 
 
 

180 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
400 

 
 

FILLING KNIVES 

SPONGES

RAGS

SPECIFIC THINNER 
FOR EACH  
PRODUCT

GRADUATED  
BEAKERS

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



VENEZIANI YACHTING
A Brand of Boero Bartolomeo S.p.A.

Sales Department
34121 Trieste (Italy) - Piazza Nicolò Tommaseo 4
Tel. (+39) 040 3783911 - Fax (+39) 040 3783906

info@venezianiyacht.it - www.venezianiyacht.it


